Draft Agenda

09:30 - 9:40  Welcome and introduction, Ms Daniela ROSCA, Head of Unit DG MOVE C1

09:40 - 10:20  Presentation of the draft final report on fuel price comparison in support of the implementation of Art 7.3 of the Directive 2014/94/EU, Mr Ole Kolb, German Energy Agency-DENA

10:20 - 12:00  Methodologies for fuel price comparison

   Option 1:  Cost per 100 km

   Option 2:  Cost reflected in energy content of the fuel (Petrol litre equivalent price)

   Option 3:  Conventional display of fuels' prices with additional indication of energy content

   Option 4  Petrol litre equivalent per 100 km for each fuel

Discussion - Tour de table

12:00 - 13:00  Values to be used to determine energy fuel content and engine efficiency –

   Option 1: Use of the values for the energy content of fuels and efficiency of specific engine type as indicated in the Clean Vehicle Directive, JEC Study on TTW + other sources

   Option 2: Each Member State defines the energy content of the fuels used in its territory and identifies the efficiency of specific engine types

Discussion - Tour de table

13:00 - 14:15  Lunch

14:15 – 15:00  How to determine the price of fuels in conventional units

   Option 1: Prices to be defined by retailers on real basis

   Option 2: Prices to be determined by Member States on the basis of the average prices on the last quarter of the year

Discussion - Tour de table
15:00 -15:45  How to display prices

    Option 1: prices displayed at totem level

    Option 2: prices displayed at totem, pump and receipt

    Additional measure: prices displayed via the internet

Discussion - Tour de table

15:45 - 16:00  Summary

    Hugues Van Honacker, Antonio Tricas, DG MOVE C1

16:00 -16:15  Closing